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Duke Of Wolves Release Dreamy Pop Rock Single ‘Without A Name’ 

The London 4 piece (Jim, Orlando, Sara and Tom) give members of their Wolfpack (their 
online and live family) a dreamy Christmas Gift in the form of new single ‘Without A Name’. 
Lead singer Jim says ‘As our 6th single we wanted to show our listeners a poppier side to 
ourselves...Without A Name is essentially about an extremely vivid dream. It’s a song 
somewhere between romance and a nightmare hence the lyrics ‘fear love and desire’, 
featuring a faceless but alluring character calling to the listener.’

Following a summer of Festival performances (Big Top Stage at Isle Of Wight Festival, 
Camden Rocks, Great Escape, Dot To Dot, Moto GP, Foodies Fest and more) and the 
successful release of the single Teddy Boy (multiple radio plays including a BBC stations 
and Amazing Radio playlisted), Duke Of Wolves are going from strength to strength causing 
audience members, to sweat, sing and dance. ‘There’s nothing better than seeing people fall 
in love with our songs, and hearing how much they mean to people is amazing!’

Without A Name is the band’s Amuse Bouche for 2018’s lupine campaign which will feature 
the band’s debut album.
Bassist Sara says ‘it’s a big step for us, but a very exciting one which we are more than 
ready for.’ 
With claws brandished and an insatiable appetite, Duke Of Wolves are a band with big 
ambitions backed up by an even bigger work ethic; all online content from artwork to music 
videos is all created by the band. ‘We like to keep things in house so we can put forward 
what WE want our Wolfpack to see.’ says drummer Tom.

Headline Show on 2nd December at Hoxton Square Bar And Kitchen with support from The 
Wholls and White Eskimo. (Message band for press passes dukeofwolves@gmail.com )
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